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Abstract
In density matrix theory, entanglement is monogamous. However, we show that qubits can
be arbitrarily entangled in a different, recently constructed model of qubit entanglement [1]. We
illustrate the differences between these two models, analyse how the density matrix property of
monogamy of entanglement originates in assumptions of classical correlations in the construc-
tion of that model, and explain the counterexample to monogamy in the alternative model. We
conclude that monogamy of entanglement is a theoretical assumption, not necessarily a phys-
ical property, and discuss how contemporary theory relies on that assumption. The properties
of entanglement entropy are very different in the two models — a priori, the entropy in the
alternative model is classical.
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1 Introduction
The topic of this article is how to accurately model quantum correlations. In quantum theory, quan-
tum systems are currently modelled by density matrices (ρ) and entanglement is recognized to be
monogamous [2]. Recently, a different way of modelling qubit systems was suggested in [1]. Both
models describe qubit entanglement, i.e. they capture the qubit single particle and pair correla-
tion behaviour (the presently observed characteristics). Nevertheless, they are different correlation
models, with different methods for how to detail specifications of and correlations between com-
plementary observables. Interestingly, as we show in §3, they give significantly different physical
predictions: they do not agree on monogamy of entanglement1. Put simply, monogamy is not forced
upon a model of entanglement by the defining properties of ≤ 2 qubits — that requires further
restrictions.
A situation where entanglement is not theoretically restricted to be monogamous, but has been
assumed to be so, creates a paradox regarding what the physical properties of an accurate quantum
theory really are. A counterexample to that ρ by necessity gives a complete, general description of
entanglement can be identified by that it is straightforward to construct three subsystems that are
mutually fully entangled2 in the alternative model of [1]. By comparison, while ρ encodes entangle-
1Monogamy violations have previously been discussed e.g. in relation to entanglement measures [3] and for qubits
in chronology-violating regions [4]. Note that our discussion on entanglement is at the level of how complementary
correlations are defined, and decoupled from measure and chronology aspects, as well as properties of mixed entangled
states [5].
2We use ‘full entanglement’ to describe correlations in the model of [1] with one-to-one correlations at qubit mea-
surements in the same direction (corresponding to pure ensembles in density matrix theory).
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ment, the subsystem correlations are governed by a partial trace/purification of ρ,
ρA = trB(ρAB) =
∑
λ
ρA(λ)
∑
b
P (b|λ) , λ : a set of local variables
b : outcomes in B
(1.1)
so that the correlations between separate subsystems (here A and B) are mediated by classical
correlations (within probability theory) rather than figuring in a more general setting with entangling
subsystem correlations. This illustrates, as is discussed in more detail in §2, a way to understand
why monogamy of entanglement is a property of density matrix theory.
Recall that Bell’s theorem [6] states that the algebra for information theoretical quantities changes
in the presence of complementarity. Classical, local3 correlations do not capture or predict entan-
glement. In the same way, correlations between quantum subsystems do not by theoretical necessity
need to be of the classical quality (1.1) encoded in density matrices. To consider non-monogamous
entanglement is to take one step further in considering what is allowed by complementarity, com-
pared to the change from probability theory to density matrices.
Based on the counterexample, we draw the conclusion that it is possible that the trace and pu-
rification procedures in density matrix theory fail to be faithful to quantum physics, when comple-
mentary observables are present in the state vectors. It all depends on what the physical correlations
actually are. This also goes for entanglement entropy, which is built on traces of density matrices,
such as the von Neumann entropy
SvN = − tr(ρ ln ρ) , (1.2)
and creates a paradox in that quantum (information) theory currently build on these exact entities,
and have been assumed accurate with respect to complementarity, especially in analyses of entan-
glement and spacetime physics. Of course, it may well be that ρ captures the correct physics, but
for this to be certain, the reasons for it need to be identified.
1.1 Indications of a presence of general entanglement
A reason to consider entanglement beyond the monogamous case can be found in the ‘Page curve’
[7, 8] behaviour of the entropy of Hawking radiation. For this to be present in the gravity theory,
additional non-local spacetime identifications (wormholes) must be introduced into the theory as
in [9–11], where additional geometric connections between the radiation and the black hole interior
are introduced, while the theory remains causal.
Here, it is relevant to note a parallel. To introduce entanglement into a classical theory while
keeping a classical point of view, it is necessary to make non-local identifications by hand, i.e. to
introduce correlations that are not present within the local, classical theory. This can e.g. be done
through extra connections between points in spacetime, as suggested in the ER=EPR conjecture [12–
18], where the classically non-local correlations given by entanglement are interpreted as wormholes
3The words ‘local’ and ‘causal’ are sometimes used interchangeably, but in this text we distinguish between the two
to have a clear way of referring to the behaviour of the correlations of the theoretical model employed (local/not) vs the
behaviour of information (causal).
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[18]. A classical theory with wormholes (with two exits) effectively corresponds to a theory of
monogamous entanglement without wormholes.
Although the methods in [9–11] only concern monogamous entanglement, the process of adding
non-local spacetime identifications to a theory (including monogamous entanglement in this case)
parallels the effect of mimicking entanglement through including wormholes in the classical theory.
With wormholes added to a theory already including entanglement, the ensuing theory (provided
that it is causal) reasonably corresponds to an effective theory without wormholes that includes en-
tanglement beyond the monogamous restriction. Both by that the existing entanglement is extended,
and by that wormholes with more than two exists are considered [19], effectively identifying more
than two points in spacetime. Regardless of the initial theory (without wormholes), adding worm-
holes while keeping causality is one way to model extra entanglement by geometry, compared to
what is inherent to the theory to begin with, and effectively has a counterpart in an extended theory
without wormholes. In this sense one ends up with an effective gravity theory with more general
entanglement than in the monogamous case, even if one begins with an assumption of monogamy.
Some unspecified type of tripartite entanglement was also argued to be necessary in [20], but with-
out any reference to issues with monogamy.
If one wishes to describe the extended correlations required to capture the Page curve in a grav-
ity theory without added geometrical identifications, the entanglement model in §3 is a candidate
theory, encompassing entanglement beyond the monogamous case modelled by density matrices.
One can also consider various scenarios for when general entanglement is present. For example,
monogamous entanglement may be a good approximation in the semiclassical limit (without quan-
tum gravity effects).
1.2 Summary and overview
We show that the unconventional way of modelling qubit correlations of [1] encompasses non-
monogamous entanglement, contrary to what is true for density matrices, through presenting the
counterexample of (3.5) in §3. Consequently, monogamy of entanglement requires more support
from physical observations than presently identified. Its validity for qubits cannot be proven only
based on observations of the single particle behaviour and the pair correlations, since two different
models with opposite results can be formed in that scenario. Whether or not entanglement between
several subsystems close to (3.5) is physically attainable is an open question.
Density matrix theory risks failing to capture physical properties since restrictions are imposed
on the subsystem correlations by the partial trace and purification procedures. By construction, the
model does not encode entanglement beyond the monogamous case. We analyse how the density
matrix restriction can be understood in §2. Our consideration is motivated by that classical relations,
including the density matrix subsystem correlations of (1.1), should not be assumed to be accu-
rate without thorough justification in the presence of complementarity, i.e. for correlations between
complementary observables. Further details on the comparison between the classical theory, density
matrix theory, and the model of [1] can be found in appendix A. Since density matrix subsystem
correlations are mediated by classical correlations, we conclude that monogamy of entanglement is
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an assumption that goes into the formalism, not a result from it.
Following the counterexample, the question is what the proper model of entanglement is, and
to what extent previous results on entanglement are accurate. We discuss implications for how en-
tangled systems can be modelled in §4 and introduce a preliminary concept of entropy Soi, formed
(as detailed in appendix B) through an imitation of how Gibbs entropy relies on degrees of freedom
of microstates and by taking unique states in the model in [1] to define configurations of the qubit
system. This entropy is not guaranteed to be physically accurate, and it might be subject to further
restrictions, but the construction does not include additional assumptions compared to the construc-
tion of entanglement entropy. That is, the degrees of freedom of a given model are taken at face
value. Curiously, its behaviour is classical, without the characteristic features associated with en-
tanglement entropy, indicating that more consideration may need to go into formulations of entropy
in general. At the end we discuss general implications for the model discrepancy, including that
the alternative entropy of a subsystem a priori would seem proportionate to the subsystem volume
instead of the boundary area.
It is evident that if restrictions are imposed in quantum models without direct motivation from
physical observations, there is a risk of losing physical properties in the model. Especial care should
be taken with respect to classical assumptions when entanglement and properties of complementary
observables are analysed. A critical question for entanglement now is: what are the reasons for
monogamy of entanglement apart from the defining properties of density matrix theory?
2 Analysis of the partial trace
So far, monogamy of entanglement has been treated as a general result for entanglement, a condition
set by density matrix theory. We will elaborate on the counterexample of (3.5) shortly, but first we
analyse how correlations are encoded in density matrices.
In density matrix theory, the classical theory is extended by that the probability distribution is
replaced by
ρ =
n∑
i=1
pi|ψi〉〈ψi| , |ψi〉 =
∑
jk
qijk|aj〉A ⊗ |bk〉B ⊗ . . . (2.1)
for some number of Hilbert spaces (A,B etc.). Here, pi represents probabilities for different states
ψi, and aj , bk represent outcomes forming orthonormal bases for the respective Hilbert spaces. By
that subdivisions of quantum systems are captured through tracing out parts of ρ (and correspond-
ingly for the reverse process, purification) a general, pure ρAB (with A equivalently substituting for
some larger Hilbert space) is reduced through
ρA = trB(ρAB) =
∑
jkj′k′
〈bk′ |bk〉qjkqj′k′ |aj〉〈aj′ | =
∑
λ
ρA(λ)
∑
b
P (b|λ) . (2.2)
The trace over B gives rise to 〈bk′ |bk〉 and describes correlations equivalently mediated through
P (b|λ), for some set of variables λ. The division is different from the classical, local correlation∑
b
P (a, b|λ) = P (a|λ)
∑
b
P (b|λ) (2.3)
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in that the reduction is to ρA, but the correlations between the subsystems A and B described by the
partial trace, trB(ρAB), are mediated through a classical entity.
This illustrates how the correlations taken into account in a subdivision of ρ are mediated by
classical correlations, and provides a way to understand why entanglement is monogamous in the
formalism. Even though ρ is an extension of probability theory and encodes more extensive correla-
tions by its definition (2.1), in subdivisions of/additions to ρ the processes of trace/purification infer
that the only additional correlations accommodated are mediated by the classical theory. Note that
this constitutes an assumption that goes into the formalism, and does not represent a prediction on
the behaviour of entanglement in general. It is a property that defines how far the model reaches,
unconnected to the model compatibility of the trace/purification procedures. By construction, the
only entanglement described is monogamous.
3 A counterexample to monogamy of entanglement
For the counterexample, we turn to the alternative qubit correlation model in [1]. Since it is based
on that the Bell correlations can be captured by a model where complementary observables are not
simultaneously quantified (even theoretically, in contrast to in ρ), through a presence of information
that is orthogonal to classical information, we call it an ‘orthogonal information model’. Of the
different ways that exist for modelling correlations that are not local and classical, mainly dividable
into ‘non-local identifications’ (e.g. wormholes and ρ) and ‘non-classical information’ (e.g. negative
probabilities and ρ), the orthogonal information model falls into the second category.
In [1], the qubit correlations (we use spin 1/2 for the example) are captured by that the ob-
servables are obtained from a projection of an extended information entity G ∈ H. For a single
particle,
〈SA(a)〉 = Re[G(a|σA)] = sa · r , (3.1)
with directions a, r ∈ S2 (unit 2-sphere), spin outcomes SA ∈ {±1} and σ denoting a set of
variables specifying the orientation of a coordinate system (where r = xˆ):
σ = {r, yˆ, zˆ, s} , G(a|σA) = seθaru = s(cos θar + sin θar(uyj + uzk)) , (3.2a)
s ∈ {±1} , cos θar = a · r , u = r× a/|r× a| , i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1 , (3.2b)
where |r× a| = sin θar, and u = 0 if a ‖ r. Due to the two-level outcomes of S, the probabilities
can be retrieved from the expectation values through 2P (·) − 1 = 〈·〉. With G∗ representing the
conjugate of G, correlations between pairs of qubits are captured by
〈SA(a)SB(b)〉 = Re[G∗(b|σB)G(a|σA)] , (3.3)
which gives a full overlap for σA = σB when a = b (e.g. one and the same information entity).The
Bell correlations are captured by that pair production is characterized by
σB = σA
∣∣
s→−s : (3.3) = −a · b . (3.4)
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This is a model of the Bell correlations, very different from ρ except in that the concept of
information has been extended to include parts without a classical interpretation. Instead of that
complementary correlations are encoded in off-diagonal elements of ρ, they appear in parts 6∈ R
that can combine to give real contributions to the observable expectation values. What is returned
from a measurement depends on what is probed, through G(a|σ).
In the orthogonal information model, the non-classicality lies in the structure ∈ H, not in the
state specification given by σ. Each σ defines the properties of one particle, and summations over
different particles is a classical operation. (Compare with a sum over different outcome configura-
tions for one and the same particle, such as outcomes ±1 in ρ, which is not decoupled from com-
plementarity.) Because σ defines single information entities, and the structure ∈ H takes care of the
correlations, mutual entangling correlations between many particles are readily available through
σA ≡ σB ≡ σC : (3.5a)
〈Si(a)Sj(b)〉 = Re[G∗(b|σj)G(a|σi)] = a · b , ∀i , j ∈ {A,B,C} . (3.5b)
This illustrates the counterexample: a model of the qubit correlations where, theoretically, any num-
ber of qubits can be fully entangled4.
4 Implications for entangled systems
The possibly restrictive nature of the trace/purification operations creates a problem regarding to
what degree current quantum (information) theory results are accurate. Any quantization not cou-
pled to complementarity is fine, since those represent discretizations where the physics is described
by classical correlations. In the presence of complementarity, a first question must concern the accu-
racy of the suggested model in [1]. Since it is a valid model of the currently observed qubit behaviour
(single particle behaviour and pair correlations), however unconventional the construction is, further
physical properties are required to distinguish between the two models in terms of physical accu-
racy. A second key question is in what ways the two models give rise to different physical results,
apart from or as a result from (non-)monogamy of entanglement.
Here, entropy is useful for comparing physical results and general properties of the models. It is
straightforward to base a concept of qubit entropy directly on the degrees of freedom of the individ-
ual state in the orthogonal information model, described by σ, assuming (i) that the entropy can be
based on the state degrees of freedom in the same way as for Gibbs entropy, despite the presence of
complementarity, and (ii) that no further, not yet identified, restrictions apply. The construction can
be found in appendix B. Since σ behaves classically, the subsequent qubit entropy has a classical
behaviour, contrary to the behaviour of entanglement entropy. This might be an indication of that
further restrictions should be expected.
4Note that full entanglement between multiple quantum states is compatible with the no-cloning theorem [21], which
is a statement on the impossibility of producing a clone of a given state, not about the production of multiple copies of a
random state. An example of the latter is the linear polarization of pair produced photons.
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The entropy obtained in this way (as described in appendix B) is preliminary, but represents a
best first ansatz and readily illustrates a disagreement with the result of monogamy of entanglement.
The properties of (3.5) can equally be given in terms of entropy (here with S = Soi) as
S(ABC) = S(AB) = S(AC) = S(BC) = S(X) = Soi, qubit , X ∈ {A,B,C} : (4.1a)
S(A|B) = S(A|C) = S(B|C) = S(AB|C) = S(AC|B) = S(BC|A) = 0 , (4.1b)
since there is only one set of qubit degrees of freedom. The full system is set in direct relation to
any subsystem configuration. Note the difference in the minimal entropy described (a pure state has
Soi > 0) compared with entanglement entropy, and that the conditional entropy is non-negative.
While the counterexample of (3.5) suffices to illustrate non-monogamy of the related entanglement,
the entropy provides a more versatile way of characterizing the states and their intercorrelations.
At least one of the two entropy models must be subject to further constraints or freedoms, due
to the physical disagreement on monogamy of entanglement. Still, many entropy properties can be
expected to hold for both models. Since the entropy based on the orthogonal information model has
a classical behaviour, and (naively) all the properties that goes with it, important shared qualities
include positivity of entropy, subadditivity and strong subadditivity. The real difference would seem
limited to consequences of purification and traces over subsystems.
An interesting aspect is that while the ortogonal information model straightforwardly can reduce
to a monogamous setting through restrictions on σ, the same is not true for a reduction of Soi to
entanglement entropy (including negative conditional entropy). For this, the notion of entropy would
have to be connected to the degrees of freedom of ρ, specifically, for some reason. For example, a
pure Bell state would have to be identified to have one degree of freedom only, instead of the same
number of degrees of freedom as a single qubit, as is the case in (4.1).
In its present form, the classical behaviour of the entropy Soi brings about an important compli-
cation. A very useful feature of entanglement entropy is reliant on the partial trace: its proportion-
ality to area instead of volume [22, 23], in the sense that the entanglement entropy of a subsystem
of a pure state is dependent on the subsystem boundary. This gives it a decided similarity to the
Bekenstein–Hawking entropy [24, 25] of black holes. It is difficult to see how this proportional-
ity would arise in general without the partial trace, equivalently the relation (1.1). The preliminary
entropy Soi would be proportional to volume, except for very special entanglement configurations.
In short, the physics seems to allow for general entanglement (as in the orthogonal information
model). If one assumes monogamy of entanglement, the behaviour of the Hawking radiation indi-
cates a presence of more general entanglement, e.g. through ‘wormhole’ identifications capturing
the Page curve. If one instead assumes general entanglement to be present, the associated entropy
appears proportionate to subsystem volume, without a direct connection to the behaviour of the
Bekenstein–Hawking entropy, or the Ryu–Takayanagi formula [26, 27]. How to accurately model
black holes without monogamy of entanglement then would seem an open question.
We do not address the physical existence of non-monogamous entanglement here, only the theo-
retical possibility. The present critique is that it is premature to claim monogamy of entanglement in
general based on that same property of density matrices, and on the currently available experimental
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observations. Granted, more general entanglement has not been observed, but that in itself in not
conclusive proof of its absence.
For non-monogamous entanglement to exist, suitable interactions would have to exist, together
with a set of conservation laws (more general than what holds for pair creation) governing those
interactions. For example, conservation of total angular momentum must be present, which for pair
production gives opposite spin, but further characteristics may be relevant. A good candidate for this
type of interaction would be interactions between spin 1/2 particles, since those are known to readily
interact. A question would be if the final product of such an interaction is random or dependent
on the initial configurations in an equilibrating manner. Such interactions could equilibrate states
towards a limit of randomly produced clones. Leaving aside the extreme example of (3.5), a more
reasonable conjecture is an existence of multiple states close to one another, σi ≈ σj , where each
pair randomly picked out of a (subset of a) large ensemble is entangled (compare to appendix C
and D) in a way not restricted by monogamy. A type of system that might be of interest for further
analysis of qubit interactions is spin systems correlated through their magnetic dipole moments.
As a final remark, the possibility of modelling entanglement beyond the monogamous case
shows that it is relevant to scrutinize the assumptions made in modelling entanglement. The ques-
tion of how to model physics in the presence of complementarity has a fundamental paradox in its
non-classicality, and the correlations encoded are highly relevant: they impact the final result, e.g.
monogamy of entanglement. Classical correlations such as by tracing out degrees of freedom (cor-
responding to smearing in quantum field theory) amounts to restraining the physics, which must be
motivated beyond internal model consistency. For a complete, physical picture of quantum entan-
glement, it is crucial to understand the effects of complementarity.
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A More details on the different correlation models
In classical theory, the probability of any two outcomes (SA, SB) of two measurements (here along
a,b ∈ Sd−1, d ∈ {2, 3}) in local, separate subsystems (A,B) is described by
P (a, SA;b, SB) =
∫
dλ ρ(λ)P (a, SA;b, SB|λ) , (A.1a)
P (a, SA;b, SB|λ) = P (a, SA|λ)P (b, SB|λ) , (A.1b)
where λ is a set of local variables and ρ(λ) is the probability density function thereof. Bell’s theorem
[6] states that two-level systems only can be modelled in this way if the correlations satisfy Bell’s
inequality (listed in (C.1)). Note that while Bell’s theorem often is discussed in terms of (classical)
locality of correlations, it is equally a statement on the reach of the predictiveness of the (local)
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classical theory. Classical theory5 cannot model qubit entanglement, e.g. the pair produced spin 1/2
correlations
〈SA(a)SB(b)〉 = −a · b , SA, SB ∈ {±1} . (A.2)
The correlations simply lie out of reach in terms of what (A.1) can produce.
In density matrix theory, the classical theory is extended by that the probability distribution is re-
placed by (2.1). A density matrix diagonal in terms of the outcomes reduces to the classical theory.
The new physics lies in the off-diagonal elements of ρ: the extension allows for single states (n = 1,
pure states) capable of communicating one-to-one correlations (in a specific outcome basis) between
two particles, despite that the observables have more than one outcome, such as for the Bell corre-
lations. A standard example is the Bell state
|ψbell〉 = 1√
2
(|+ +〉+ | − −〉) , (A.3)
with the expectation value 〈v〉 = tr(vˆρbell) for some operator vˆ.
Density matrix theory successfully models pair produced entanglement, but has the interesting
property of excluding entanglement shared between more than two subsystems; the entanglement is
monogamous [2]. The property is simple to illustrate for maximal entanglement. The only consistent
way of obtaining the density matrix for a subsystem (i.e. to subdivide a system though reducing the
number of Hilbert spaces considered) is to take a trace over the degrees of freedom that are to be
disregarded. As a consequence, the ansatz one would make for a pure state with a theoretical three
identical outcomes (Bell correlations between any two particles out of the three), a GHZ state [28],
|ψABC〉 = 1√
2
(|+ ++〉+ | − −−〉) , (A.4a)
trC(ρABC) =
|+ +〉〈+ + |+ | − −〉〈− − |
2
6= ρbell , (A.4b)
cannot reduce to a Bell state when one particle is disregarded. Instead the resulting ρ is classical, in-
capable of encoding entanglement. A way to understand the density matrix property of monogamy
of entanglement in general was discussed in §2.
In contrast to what is true for density matrices, the orthogonal information model allows for an
unspecified number of states to have pair correlations that violate Bell’s inequality. With suitable
angles of measurement, the configuration in (3.5) directly corresponds to (A.4a), yet in (3.5) the
three subsystems all are pairwise correlated as Bell states are. The correlations have been extended,
as outlined in §3, and we now go into more detail about what that model entails.
Properties of the orthogonal information model
The orthogonal information model constitutes a correlation model where each state is associated
with a quaternion information entity G, and the quaternion algebra takes care of the correlations
5Excepting non-local identifications of the kind discussed in §1.1.
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between pairs of information entities. This allows for a richer correlation model than within ρ. Im-
portantly, both models capture the observed characteristics of qubit behaviour for single particles
(at consecutive measurements), and from pair production. As shown in §3, this is not enough to dis-
tinguish between (non-)monogamy of entanglement; other physical properties need to be identified
to either restrict this property of entanglement, or to verify an additional freedom which so far has
been bypassed in favour of monogamy.
In specific, the orthogonal information model is constructed from that if one wants separate
outcomes described by a · r (expectation value overlap at consecutive measurements of single par-
ticles) to add up through a process of multiplication to a · b (the pair produced overlap) while
probability theory is left as an intact subset of the total correlation model, the entity considered
must be extended beyond what is observable (subsequently interpreted as real projections), to a
complex/quaternion model of rotation (also discussed in [29]), as in the following simple example
with θij = θi − θj ∈ S1,
‘ cos θar × cos θbr = cos θab’ through real projections of eiθare−iθbr . (A.5)
The algebra of the orthogonal entities (quaternion for spin 1/2) then define the correlations. [1]
That eachG(σi) can be treated as an individual, separate entity with general correlations to every
other such entity through (3.3) is what allows for a consideration of more extensively entangled
subsystems than in ρ. Where ρ gives a full system specification, a quantum system specification in
the orthogonal information model is built from individual qubit entities.
In addition, each G is allowed to evolve separately and locally through changes in σ. Those
variables figure as a complete basis for the degrees of freedom of the qubit information entity G,
but are decoupled from complementarity, which is taken care of by the structure ∈ H. A sum
over different values in σ is a classical operation over different particles, as opposed to sums over
complementary observables in specifications of ρ, which include different outcome scenarios for
one and the same particle. [1]
A complication is that the entries 6∈ R lack a classical interpretation, as also is the case for
the correlations. Compared to in classical theory, where all state variables reasonably should have
a classical interpretation, this is allowed by a loophole furnished by complementarity: since com-
plementary observables cannot physically be inferred to have a simultaneous classical meaning, the
state specification does not need to make sense in that way either [1]. The result is an unconventional
quantum correlation model that needs to be examined further for a complete verdict on its useful-
ness. The discrepancy in (non-)monogamy of entanglement makes such examinations relevant.
B Entropy in the orthogonal information model
The qubit state in the orthogonal information model is specified by σ, which describes the orien-
tation of a two- or three-dimensional spatial system, as illustrated in figure 1. These quantities are
not directly available through measurements, but possible to infer (as a candidate model) through
the Bell pair correlations. Consequently, σ specifies a state configuration, resembling a quantum
equivalent of a microstate in statistical mechanics.
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r
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Figure 1: Illustration of what the qubit state specification of the orthogonal information model en-
codes. The variables of σ equivalently specify the base vectors of a coordinate system in d ∈ {2, 3}
space dimensions, through a vector r ∈ Sd−1 and a rotation basis. The latter is in 2d (right) given
by a sign (s: positive/negative rotation by spˆ in the plane perpendicular to the momentum of the
particle) and in 3d (left) it specifies the position of the remaining two axes (yˆ, zˆ) in a coordi-
nate system with positive/negative orientation (s). G(a|σ) in 3d is specified in (3.2), in 2d it is
G(a|r, s) = e2isθar instead [1]. In 3d, the degrees of freedom are r ∈ S2, α ∈ [0, 2pi) for the
position of (yˆ, zˆ), and s. All vectors are mutually orthogonal. The 2d case is a subset of the 3d
configuration, with r only covering half of S1 uniquely (the model is indifferent to ±r), and no
dependence on α.
Suppose that the degrees of freedom of σ give rise to entropy in the same way as in the classical
case, as discussed in §4, despite their non-classical origin/nature. Then, if an entropy is based on this
state configuration instead of on the standard qubit two-level state vector specifying measurement
outcomes, the entropy is more similar to Gibbs or Shannon entropy,
S = −C
∑
i
pi ln pi , C ∈ {kB, 1} , (B.1)
than entanglement entropy, which uses density matrices instead of probabilities, such as the von
Neumann entropy (directly connecting to Shannon entropy for diagonal matrices). The internal
qubit degrees of freedom are readily compared to different microstates in the sense of statistical
thermodynamics (although a connection through the Boltzmann constant kB is not inferred). A
connection to Shannon entropy is not clear, since extractible information has no direct connection
to an internal system that cannot be directly observed, but since the Gibbs and Shannon entropies
overlap up to a constant which in the quantum case so far is undetermined anyway, the difference
in analogy is of little relevance. The entropy in (B.1) generalises directly to the case of orthogonal
information through the probability of a state having given values for the variables that define the
state, with each set of values defining a unique state,
2d : p = p(θ, s) , θ ∈ [0, pi) , s ∈ {±1} , (B.2)
3d : p = p(r, α, s) , r ∈ S2 , α ∈ [0, 2pi) s ∈ {±1} . (B.3)
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These degrees of freedom (compare with figure 1) begin with the direction of one of the base vectors,
r, which covers an angular space of 4pi in 3d and pi in 2d (r is replaced by θ in (B.2) since only
half of S1 is covered uniquely). In addition, in 3d there is an angular freedom α of the (positive)
rotation basis, which can be thought of as the relative position of a second base vector, and in both
cases there is also a freedom of positive/negative orientation, s. For a constant probability and with
the sum in (B.1) substituted with an integral where suitable,
SvN, qubit = ln 2 → Soi, qubit =
{
c2 × ln 2pi , d = 2 ,
c3 × 2 ln 4pi , d = 3 ,
(B.4)
where (c2, c3) denote constants relating the state degrees of freedom with an entropy value. For a
common point of reference in the models, one can consider cd(d− 1) ln[(d− 1)2pi] = ln 2.
As for entanglement entropy, the entropy Soi encodes correlations in general, without being re-
stricted to entanglement. Its ‘quantum’ quality lies in how the degrees of freedom relate to classical
results through G as in (3.2) and (3.3), instead of properties that cannot be fit within a classical
entropy model (compare with negative entanglement entropy). For details on what fits within the
classical model and how to discern entanglement, see appendices C and D.
Importantly, by describing the qubit state as in the orthogonal information model, the entropy
follows classical information theory more closely than current quantum information theory. In the
qubit example, the entropy is set by how states relate to each other by means of classical degrees of
freedom instead of by density matrices. Since classical degrees of freedom only are reduced by a
one-to-one matching between different subsystems,
max [Soi(A), Soi(B)] ≤ Soi(AB) ≤ Soi(A) + Soi(B) , (B.5)
and the conditional entropy is non-negative,
Soi(A|B) = Soi(AB)− Soi(B) ≥ 0 , (B.6)
same as for classical entropy, different from the entanglement entropy result. Full entanglement
is represented by Soi(A|B) = 0, which for two subsystems with an equal number of degrees of
freedom means Soi(AB) = Soi(A) = Soi(B). These examples constitute some first differences
between the models, together with (non-)monogamy of entanglement.
Basically, the behaviour of Soi is classical. Consequently, it is characterised by the standard
classical features of positivity of entropy, subadditivity and strong subadditivity etc. Conditional
entropy, mutual information and (monotonicity of) relative entropy work the same way as in the
classical theory as well. In the presence of complementarity, the features unique to quantum infor-
mation theory (without special consideration of complementarity), such as negativity of conditional
entropy, would appear absent.
Note that the suggested entropy in the presence of complementarity is not a complete concept:
1. It concerns only qubits, since the behaviour of other complementary observables is not ex-
pected to follow the qubit model in [1].
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2. Further restrictions on it cannot be ruled out. There might be conditions that cannot be ob-
served through the pair correlations. The present entropy model simply represents the most
straightforward ansatz, based on the state degrees of freedom of the orthogonal information
model.
3. Complementarity is assumed not to complicate how an entropy is to be modelled. The possi-
ble issue here is how entropy is sourced, not the correlations. The variables of σ were inferred
by the specific factorisation of information entities sought in [1], and are decoupled from
measurement outcomes of complementary observables. These variables specify a state con-
figuration and can be consistently summed over (as in classical probability theory) since any
such sum is over different particles and therefore classical. Because of this, complementarity
(which concerns correlations) should not complicate an extension to an entropy concept in a
thermodynamic fashion, but the inferred state configuration is assumed to have a role anal-
ogous to that of a classical microstate. In comparison, the critique of entanglement entropy
concerns the correlations, since a trace over observables is imposed without further considera-
tion of complementarity, i.e. non-classicality of correlations between said observables, despite
that the trace imposes a relation as in (1.1).
4. It might be more intuitive from an observer point of view to base the entropy concept on
measurement outcomes instead, with some suitable modification of how subsystems are cor-
related, beyond a reliance on tr(ρ). However, the precise advantage and formulation of such
a construction are unclear.
C Bell’s inequality: a linear condition on the correlations
It is straightforward to identify that Bell’s inequality represents a linear condition on correlations,
as illustrated below. This provides a way to distinguish which correlations represent entanglement,
especially in the orthogonal information model, where the entropy has a classical behaviour.
Without taking experimental error (or deviations from the exactness of the quantum physical
prediction) into account, as captured by the CHSH formula [30], Bell’s inequality is [6]
|P˜ (a,b)− P˜ (a, c)| ≤ 1−xP˜ (b, c) , ∀a,b, c ∈ Sd−1 , P˜ ∈ [−1, 1] , x = sgn[P˜ (b,b)], (C.1)
where P˜ is a shifted probability,
P˜ (a,b) = 2P (SA(a) = SB(b))− 1 = 〈SA(a)SB(b)〉 , SA, SB ∈ {±1} . (C.2)
The sign x keeps the relation valid for both correlated and anticorrelated outcomes (SA, SB), such
as for pair produced photons (linear polarization, d = 2) and spin 1/2 particles (d = 3). Since
the only non-trivial invariants for the parameters (a,b, c) are scalar products (a · b), equivalently
θab : cos θab = a · b,
(C.1) ⇔ |P˜ (θab)− P˜ (θac)| ≤ 1− xP˜ (θbc) , x = sgn[P˜ (0)] . (C.3)
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Starting with d = 2, (a,b, c) are positioned on a circle, with θij = θi − θj . The right hand side
(rhs) in (C.3) is independent of a and the left hand side (lhs) is valid for any a. This gives a shift
invariance θa → θa + α, so that a function Q(θ) that saturates the inequality at most is linear in θ.
The absolute value of the lhs also sets Q to be piecewise linear, with |∂θQ(θ)| of one single value
where the function is differentiable. A periodicity of L and symmetry in strength of anti-/correlation
then sets the limiting function to be a triangle wave,
Q(θ) = Q(0) (1− 4θ/L) , Q(θ) = Q(L−θ) , (θ mod L) ∈ [0, L/2] , Q(0) = ±1 . (C.4)
With d = 3, this same function Q is an upper limit when a is in the S1 defined by (b, c). It is
straightforward to check that the same Q with a ∈ S2 obeys (C.3), by that cos θbc ≤ cos(θab− θac),
which gives at hand that Q gives the general bound in d = 3 as well as in d = 2.
A general, classical P˜ (θ) is bounded by P˜ (θ) = 0 and the Q(θ) in (C.4). Effectively, the
classical bound is a linear bound on the correlations. To determine whether a correlation represents
entanglement, i.e. a deviation from what is allowed classically, it suffices to check if the linear bound
is obeyed. For example,
P˜3d(a,b) = −y cos θab , |y| > 2/pi , (C.5)
violates the bound, as is most easy to see from that |∂θP˜ (a,a⊥)| ≤ 4/L with L = 2pi is not obeyed.
The same criterion for y is valid for P˜2d(a,b) = y cos(2θab), with L = pi. Here, y = 1 gives the
pair produced photon and spin 1/2 correlations, but entanglement is present for weaker correlations,
and independent of the (anti-)correlation between the considered particles (the sign of y).
D Correlations vs entanglement: a tolerance for deviations
Entanglement in terms of a less than one-to-one correlation by an overall factor y ∈ (2/pi, 1) as
discussed in appendix C is of interest e.g. in a scenario where some interaction between two qubits
(other than pair production) has generated an overlap, but with an uncertainty in alignment e.g.
through r1 · r2 ≥ cos ∆. We now illustrate the forms that can take.
In 2d the qubit state in the orthogonal information model is described by σ = {r, s}. Assuming
that the uncertainties in the different variables are uncorrelated, and that r1 · r2 has a constant
probability distribution within the considered interval, the outcomes S1, S2 ∈ {±1} are correlated
as
〈S1(a)S2(b)〉 = P (s1 = s2) 1
2∆
∫ ∆
−∆
dθ cos(2[θab + θ]) = P (s1 = s2)
sin 2∆
2∆
cos 2θab . (D.1)
This is inferred by that the overlap comes from
Re [G∗(b|r2, s2)G(a|r1, s1)] =
[
G2d(a|r1, s1) = e2is1θar1
]
= Re
(
e−2is2θbr2e2is1θar1
)
, (D.2)
with θij = θi − θj , |θab| fix, θr2r1 = θ and θi otherwise random within I = [0, 2pi). For a detailed
explanation, see [1]. Contributions from s1 = −s2 average to zero, since the rotation directions are
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mismatched. Consequently, in conditions where s1 = s2 are directly correlated, and there are no
preferred values for r1 · r2 ≥ cos ∆, entanglement is present for ∆ < L/4 in 2d.
In 3d the state is described by σ = {r, yˆ, zˆ, s}, with r = xˆ, and has a general overlap of
〈S1(a)S2(b)〉 =
〈
s1s2
3∑
i=1
(a · eˆ1,i)(b · eˆ2,i)
〉
. (D.3)
This is equivalent to taking 〈Re(G∗2G1)〉, and makes it easier to deal with the degrees of freedom
inferred by different (r, yˆ, zˆ) of the considered particles. In this way, the correlations between the
qubits can be defined by
r1 · r2 = cos θ , θ ∈ [0,∆] , α ∈ [−δ, δ) , |δ|, |∆| ≤ pi , (D.4a)
where (∆, δ) limit the uncertainty in the correlation between the systems, and α fills the same
function as in figure 1. Without loss of generality, all other entities of (D.3) can be defined relative
to the basis elements of the first system,
eˆ1,i = eˆi , eˆ2,i = Ru(θ)Rxˆ(α)eˆi , u = (0,− sinφu, cosφu) , (D.4b)
a = Rv(τ)xˆ , b = Rv(τ)Rxˆ(β)Rzˆ(θab)xˆ , v = (0,− sinφv, cosφv) , (D.4c)
β, φu, φv ∈ [0, 2pi) , τ ∈ [0, pi] , a · b = cos(θab) . (D.4d)
where (eˆ1, eˆ2, eˆ3) ≡ (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) and r1 = xˆ. The rotation matrix Ru(θ) describes a rotation around
u with an angle of θ. The different vectors (u,v) and angles (τ, β) describe the different possible
positions of a,b and {eˆ2,i} relative to the basis elements of the first system, within the range allowed
by (D.4a). For example, the basis elements of the second system are obtained from those of the first
by a rotation by α around xˆ, followed by a rotation by θ around u, as specified in (D.4b).
The evaluation of (D.3) contains an averaging over the (a,b) positions by (τ, β, φv), separately
from the relative spin system positions, and is non-zero only for combinations aibj with i = j.
These average to cos θab/2 for i = x and to cos θab/4 for i = y, z. Consequently, only the diagonal
of m = Ru(θ)Rxˆ(α) contributes to the overlap in (D.3), dependent on (θ, α, φu) through
mxx = cos θ , myy+mzz = (1+cos θ) cosα , mzz−myy = (1−cos θ) cos(2φu−α) . (D.5)
The variable θ gives the angle deviation between the two systems, φu sets the rotation vector relative
to the first system, and α describes the relative rotation of the (yˆ, zˆ) basis.
The overlap is maximal for α ≡ 0. A first approximation of a more realistic scenario where
increased correlation is obtained through interaction (by a successively increased overlap between
the two states) is given by θ ∈ [0,∆] and α ∈ [−δ, δ], with uncorrelated uncertainties in the
separate variables and constant probability distributions in the considered intervals of (θ, α). The
overlap then is
〈S1(a)S2(b)〉 = 〈s1s2〉
(
sin δ
4δ
+
sin ∆
2∆
+
sin ∆ sin δ
4∆δ
)
(a · b) . (D.6)
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In the limit where δ → 0 and s2 → −s1, this becomes (−a · b)(∆ + 3 sin ∆)/(4∆). Without one-
to-one correlations for s and α ≡ 0, the absolute value of the factor in front of a · b is smaller6. For
example, for a random α (i.e. δ = pi) it is sin ∆/(2∆), by that only axbxmxx contributes. This last
example does not encompass entanglement, but (D.1) and (D.6) do. These are examples of in which
sense entanglement would have a tolerance for deviations away from pair production correlations
in the orthogonal information model, which also constitutes a more realistic scenario for general
entangling/interacting processes than (3.5).
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